
muscle types 

- skeletal: voluntary, striated 

- cardiac: involuntary, striated 

o some are self-excitable 

o has pacemaker cells – 

very few 

o the pacemaker cell 

transmits the message 

of what it’s doing to the 

other cells and they 

mimic 

o sinoatrial node controls 

the pulse – is the first to 

act 

- smooth (gut, bladder, vessels): 

non-striated 

Physiological control of heart rhythm 

- parasympathetic and 

sympathetic nervous systems act in concert to regulate rate 

- hormones secreted into the blood also influence the rate of contraction 

- body temperature 

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM: The Vasculature and Blood Pressure 
- blood vessels are the 

infrastructure of the 

circulatory system 

- 5 types of blood vessels 

o artery 

o ateriole 

o capillary 

o venule 

o vein 

- smooth muscle is 

responsible for contracting 

and releasing  

- artery has a much thicker 

smooth muscle then vein 

arteries 

- very elastic – must be able 

to stretch to deal with the 

rapid influx of blood from 

the heart at a high pressure 

and rate 

- the pressure never drops very low 

 



- The functions of the nasal cavity are to warm, filter, and humidify air. 

- Most carbon dioxide released from body tissues combines with water to form carbonic acid, 

which then breaks up into hydrogen and bicarbonate ions. 

- If not carried by haemoglobin, hydrogen ions would reduce the pH, or increase the acidity, 

of the blood. 

- In the blood most oxygen is transported attached to haemoglobin. 

- The Bohr shift on the oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve is produced by changes in pH. 

- Hydrogen ions produced in human red blood cells are prevented from significantly lowering 

pH by combining with haemoglobin  

- Diffusion rate is proportional to the square of the distance molecules/ions travel. Which of 

the following would therefore be preferable for a mid-size multicellular organism?  a system 

to circulate gases, nutrients, and wastes to and from cells 

- the higher pressure of oxygen causes the lung surface to extract oxygen and give up carbon 

dioxide 

- Which of the following lung volumes would be different in a person at rest compared with 

when the person exercises? Tidal volume 

- With slight differences in the partial pressure of CO2, the body ensures that CO2 diffuses out 

of the tissues, into the blood, and then out of the body through the lungs. Most of the CO2 

produced during cellular respiration is transported to the lungs in the form of bicarbonate 

ions in the blood. The incorporation of CO2 into bicarbonate ions lowers the partial pressure 

of CO2 in the blood, helping draw more CO2 out of the tissues. The incorporation of CO2 

into bicarbonate ions in red blood cells roughly follows this process: 

- CO2 reacts with water and forms carbonic acid, a reaction catalyzed by the enzyme carbonic 

anhydrase. 

- Each molecule of carbonic acid (H2CO3) dissociates into a bicarbonate ion (HCO3 – ) and a 

proton (H+). 

- Most of the bicarbonate ions diffuse into the blood plasma. (The protons, on the other hand, 

are bound by hemoglobin, which keeps them from causing a drop in blood pH. In this way, 

haemoglobin acts as a buffer.) 

- When the blood reaches the lungs, the reverse of the above-described reactions takes place. 

Bicarbonate ions combine with protons, forming carbonic acid. Carbonic anhydrase catalyses 

the conversion of carbonic acid back into CO2, which diffuses into the blood plasma and 

then into the alveoli, where it is exhaled through the lungs. 

- A single haemoglobin molecule consists of four subunits, each of which can bind an oxygen 

molecule. Haemoglobin is more likely to bind oxygen when the partial pressure of oxygen is 

high, such as in the lungs. It is more likely to release oxygen when the partial pressure of 

oxygen is low, such as in body tissues. 

- As oxygen molecules bind to haemoglobin, the protein undergoes conformational changes, 

making it more likely that the other subunits will bind oxygen molecules. Conversely, as 

oxygen releases from haemoglobin, conformational changes make it more likely that the 

other subunits will release oxygen. This cooperative binding helps ensure that haemoglobin 

becomes fully loaded with oxygen in the lungs and efficiently unloads oxygen in the tissues. 

- As carbon dioxide accumulates in exercising tissues, the pH of the blood in those tissues 

decreases. This pH shift makes haemoglobin more likely to release oxygen molecules at any 

partial pressure. This change is called the Bohr shift, and it is represented by a curve (the red 

curve) that is shifted to the right of the normal pH curve. 

 



Stem tissue - In most eudicots the vascular tissue consists of vascular bundles arranged in a ring 

Vascular tissue 

- Xylem – empty dead cells forming tubes, conveys water and dissolved minerals upwards 

from roots into the shoots 

- Phloem – live cells, transport organic nutrients from where they are made to where they are 

needed 

Leaves tissue organisation 

- The epidermal barrier in leaves has impermeable cuticle (to liquid and gas), is interrupted by 

stomata, which allow CO2/O2 exchange between the surrounding air and the photosynthetic 

cells within a leaf 

- The ground tissue in a leaf is sandwiched between the upper and lower epidermis 

- The vascular tissue of each leaf is continuous with the vascular tissue of the stem 

 

Meristems 

- Generate cells for new organs 

- Apical meristems located at the tips of roots and in the buds of shoots, elongate shoots and 

roots through primary growth 

- Lateral meristems add thickness to woody plants through secondary growth, cork cambium, 

vascular cambium 

 


